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PROGRAM OUTCOMES
POl: The BBA (CA) Programme provides sound aaademic base and

conceptual knowledge to acquire knowledge and skills in the field of
adminisfiation, management, accounting, marketing, operations, information

technology and human relations. Generate skill based employable computer

graduates and producing quality human resource.

PO2: This Programme provides and builds the entrepreneurial, managerial and

decision making skills amongst the students for effective business management

and controlling process with the application computer knowledge and IT skills

to cater the needs of administerial and management functions in organizations.

To understand how to use programming in day to day applications

PO3: This programme nurtures students with employability skills through the

practical awrueness on the IT in management. It also provides guidance and

establishes good soft skills, interpersonal skills technical attitude amongst the

students to become excellent management professionals in the business world
PO4: This program helps to apply management concepts leamed to situation in
ever changing global business world through intemship and making students to
understand the business environment and develops interpersonal skills, problem
solving ability, analyzing and decision making ability in business in various
types oforganizations
PO5: Develop right understanding with legal and ethical values with the
integration of academics ensures employment in administration, management,
marketing, operations, accounting, finance, logistics, customer relationship
management and in computer application can be developed and also develops
the spirit of enffepreneurship.
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PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

PSOI: Students remember the concept of administration, management,
accounting, marketing, operations, finance, information technology and human
relations and apply the leamed concepts knowledge skills in their business
career. Students apply software learned for business development.
PSO2: Students making themselves capable in doing administrative,
managerial work in the organisation with needed critical thinking skills in
understanding managerial issues to the global economy and intemational
business.
PSO3: Students gained knowledge on various aspects in business, practical
exposure towards the workplace and have learned advanced techniques used in
computing through which they will be able to know various issues, latest trends
in technology development and thereby innovate new ideas and solutions to
existing problems make themselves ready for the industries
PSO4: The amalgamation of computer, commerce and management subjects
and through the knowledge and skills gained through this programme gives
wide area ofjob opportunities for the students in different types of organization.
PSO5: Students understand and learned the academics and leadership skills and

enffepreneurial skills through the programme and intemship training and will
function effectively as a member, leader, as an individual or in group in diverse
ever changing business environment. This will make them to lead the
organization they work with improved productivity.
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COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I

CORE COURSE I: PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
COURSE CODE: 17UBX01
COt: Understanding the concepts of Management and Administration
principles. Developing students with the required skills to carry out the

managerial tasks n organizations

CO2: Critically analyzing the role of planning, organizational structures,

directing and motivating and controlling techniques in the achievement of
organizational goals

CO3: Acquired knowledge about different kinds of management approaches,

MBO and other modem management planning, organizing and controlling
techniques and its applications in organizing

CO4: Students know about the current challenges and developments in

Management practices

COS: Critically analyzing the business environment and scientifically making

decisions with the knowledge acquired through this course

CORE COURSE II: INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
COT RSE CODE: 17UBX02
COl: Students know the Information Technology concepts, application of IT
tools in report preparation and decision making
CO2: Students understand the importance and application of IT in preparing

various reports used in Management and business enterprises

CO3: Students use IT Tools to prepare, utalyze and desigrr management reports

with various presentation forms such as charts and graphs

CO4: Students familiarize with a web page and web desigring which will be
used in performing management tasks and familiarize with other business
related software

COS: Students become competent with computer operation, Computer
Management and lnformation Access which leads to Productivity Gains in
business enterprises and in other organv atlons'@ hI
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ALLIED COURSE I: -BUSINESS MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
COURSE CODE: lTUSTAll
COl: Understand the importance of Mafrix Operations, Determinants and

Mathematics of Finance

CO2: Understand the usage of collection, presentation, analysis and

interpretation of data

CO3: Understand the correlation co-efficient and different types of
measurem€nts

CO4: Understand the sequence, series, matrix operations and determinants

COS: Understand the usage of central tendencies and dispersion.

SEMESTER II
CORE COURSE trI: ORGAMSATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
COURSE CODE: I7UBX03
COl: Understand the concept of formation of behavior of employees in

organizations and the different disciplines confiibuting to organizational

behavior and the importance of shaping the behavior of employees to the work

situations to improve productivity

CO2: Understand the factors affecting individual behavior through various

concepts such as perception, attitude, motivation and learning theories and how
effective management can be carried out with minimal errors

CO3: Understand the factors affecting group behavior, group dynamics,
conflict management, team building and managing the group of employees in
organizations

CO4: Examine the leadership theories, Leadership Sfyles, Power,
communication and application of leadership and maintaining indusfial
relations

COS: Outline the organizational change, resistance to change and
organizational development

CORE COURSE IV: OPERATING SYSTEM AND OFFICE
AUTOMATION
COURSE CODE: 17UBX04
col: Know about the basics of MS office and its application in office
envronments
CO2: Know

unlcatrons
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CO3: Know about office systems and procedures and how to maintain the

relevant documents through ms office
CO4: Know about the creation of data base and retrieving data to support office
functions

CO5: Gained computer operating and application skills

ALLIED COURSE II: MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS
COURSE CODE: 17UECA03

COl: Understand the different concepts of economics such as demand, supply,

utility and other micro economic concepts and enable students to make

business decisions

CO2: Apply economic analysis in the formulation of business policies and

analyze the internal and extemal decisions to be made by managers

CO3: Analyze the economic conditions and assess the position of a company

CO4: Make optimal business decisions by integrating the concepts of
economics, mathematics and statistics

CO5: Differentiate among the various forms of market in the economy and

market structures to improve decision making skills

PRACTICAL I: MS OFFICE PRACTICAL
COURSE CODE: l7UBXP0l
COl: lnvestigate the complexities of the natural environment and our

relationship with it.
CO2: Explore the problems we face in understanding our natural environment

and in living sustainability

CO3: Develop scientif,rc, interpretive and creative thinking skills
CO4: Leam to apply quantitative analysis and field research techniques

CO5: Use computer-based geographical information systems to study

environmental change.

SEMESTER III
CORE COURSE V; FINANCIAL AND COST ACCOTINTING
COURSE CODE: 17UBX05
COl Students learn the basic concepts of cost accounting and Use information
to support business processes and practices of cost sheet preparation
CO2: Develop pro e preparation ofbasic financial and accountin
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CO3: Impart knowledge on transaction management and record-keeping, and

decision making with materials and inventory management

CO4: Students interpret and evaluate different statements and books of
accounts such as cost sheets, statement of cost, and statement of profit etc

thereby guide and frame policies on costing of the organization

CO5: Analyze the cost spending in organizations thereby evaluating and taking

business decisions on the various areas of management

CORE COURSE YI: BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
COURSE CODE: 17UBX06
COI: Understand importance of communication with various forms such as

Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication and the prooess of communication

CO2: Understand communication while facing the Interview.

CO3: Develop the writing skills towards secretarial correspondence.

CO4: Develop awareness regarding new ffends in business communication,

various media of communication and commturication devices.

CO5: Improve proficiency in business letter writing, business plan writing, and

overall business ethics.

CORE COURSE VIT: E.BUSINESS

COURSE CODE: 17UBX07

COI: Recognize and describe the concepts of e-Business models and analyze
the impact of E- business models, types and strategy
CO2: Explain the process on building E- business presence

CO3: Explain the key characteristics of the e-Business environment and

security threats
CO4: Understand procurement and supply chains and the other general

operations and management relate to B2B and e business

CO5: Recogrrtze and critically discuss the ethical and social issues in online and
e-Business

ALLIED COURSE I: OPERATIONS RESEARCH
COURSE CODE: I7UBAA06
COl: Know the application and importance of OR in business decision through
appropriate model selections
CO2: Understand Lrnear programming problems, formulation of LPP.and
solutions
CO3: Understand Transportation problems, formulation, applications and
solutions
CO4: Understand Assignm on and solution
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CO5: Capble of applying Decision theory in decision making business
environement

SBEC I: FUNDAMENTALS OF INST]RANCE
COIJ'RSE CODE: 17UBXS02

COl: Provide an overview of the working of the domestic insurance sector with
IRDA act and the role of IRDA
CO2: Provide an overview of the working of the insurance with terms such as

Life Insurance Characteristics, Nomination, Surrender Value, Loans and Double

insurance

C03: Provide an overview of the working of the insurance with terms such as

Life lnsurance Characteristics, Nomination, Surrender Value, Loans and Double

insurance

SBEC II: LIFE SKILL EDUCATION
COURSE CODE: 17UBXS02

COl: Understand the importance of survival skills and life skills

CO2: Understand the concept of self image, self esteem, empathy, SWOT

analysis for self
CO3: Understand the interpersonal relationship skills and the elements of
thought process

CO4: Acquire knowledge on the sources of sffess and stess management with
coping styles nand strategies

CO5: Understands coping with sfress and stress management with coping styles
and sfrategies

SBEC PRACTICAL I: CAMPUS TO CORPORATE
COURSE CODE: 17UBXSP01

COI: Students able to read and listen better and in an effective way
CO2: Understand the importance of presentation skills and able to present in a
better way with modern visual presentation aids

CO3: Understand corporate etiquette such as Work place etiquette, Business
etiquette, Email etiquette, Telephone and meeting etiquette- Video conferencing
etiquette
CO4: Understand the importance of goal settings and able to do SWOT analysis
and set goal for themse trained to become a team builder and team
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SEMESTER IV
CORE COURSE WII : INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN
COURSE CODE: UUBXO8
COI: Demonstrate ill understanding of lnternet, the World Wide Web (WWW)
Internet / Web Browsing, Intemet Protocols and Electronic Mailing
CO2: Understand basics of HTML, Setting Up the Docurnent Sffucture and

Formatting Text and Graphics

CO3: Capable of Selecting a Graphics Format and Preparing Graphics for Web

Use and familiarise in controlling image size and utilizing Thumbnail Graphics

CO4: Know and well versed in the Creation of Navigational Aids, Creating

Tables and Formatting Tables

CO5: Know and well versed in Creation of Division-Based Layouts, Creating

User Forms and lncorporating Audio and Video

CORE COURSE IX: MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
COURSE CODE: 17UBX09
COI: To enhance the abilities of learners to develop the concept of management
accounting and its significance in the busines

CO2: Critically analyses and provide recommendations to improve the
operations of organizations through the application of management accounting
techniques.

CO3: Demonsfiate mastery of costing systems, cost management systems,
budgeting systems and performance measurement systems.
co4: Demonstrate the need for a balance between frnancial and non-financial
information in decision making, confiol and performance evaluation
applications of management accounting

CORE COURSE X: MARKETING MANAGEMENT
COURSE CODE: lTtiBXt0
Col: understand markets, marketing and marketing management with relevant
to environment and its application for business success
CO2: Importance digital marketing and management of use of digital marketing
CO3: Various factors er behavior and buying decision

osltlontn cmg strategies
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CO5: Understand promotional mix, public relations and managing promotions

ALLIED COT]RSE II: PRODUCTION AND MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT
COURSE CODE: 17UBAA12
COI: Leamed frmctions of Production Management and the types of Plant
Location with the factors influencing plant layout and layouting principles
CO2: {..rhdeerstand Production Planning & confrol proc€ss plant and the various

aspects in the maintenance of a plant

CO3: Recogrrise the importance of Materials Management and underestood the
integrated materials Management Process and Advantages.

CO4: Understand the Techniques of materials planning, management of
lnventory, Tools of inventory control such as ABC, VED, FSN Analysis and

EOQ.

CO5; Know Purchasing procedures, vendor development and Store keeping

SBEC III: EXPORT IMPORT DOCUMENTATION
COURSE CODE: 17UBXS03

COI: Be acquainted with the various Export Marketing and Promotional

Organizations in India and their role in motivating exporters.

CO2: Know the procedures and documents used in Export Marketing. Export
Marketing Incentives available to Indian Exporten..
CO3: Be acquainted with the basics in export marketing, conceptual
understanding and clariry of terminology used in Export Marketing..
CO4: Know highlight tndia's Export Marketing Potential; our composition and
direction of exports

CO5: Understand the international trading scenario.

SBEC IV: PRACTICE OF BUSINESS RELATIONS
COURSE CODE: 17UBXS04
COI: Understand the essentials of good public relations.
Co2: understand the Responsibilities of public Relations officer (pRo) and
well versed in Preparation of material for the medi4 News and news reporting
CO3: Well versed unication, Indian press and Trade fair
authority of Ind oF S .t
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CO4: Familiarise with the role of publishers, distributors and booksellers and

understand the role of Electronic media

CO5: Know about exhibitions and trade fair, consumer and marketing fairs and

photo graphy

SBEC PRACTICAL II: INPLANT TRAINING
COURSE CODE: 17UBXSP02

COl: Students acquainted themselves with the procedure, practice and working
of companies.

CO2: Students acquainted themselves with the numerous operation of the

company

CO3: Develop interaction abilities and also the management qualities

CO4: Students shape their behavior aspects that are required in a market

CO5: Students enhance boosts the capacities of working independently and also

in group

PRACTICAL TI: INTERNET AND WEB DESIGN -PRACTICAL
COURSE CODE:17UBX08
COl: Able to prepare a Bio-data using HTML
CO2: Able to prepare a E-book using HTML in your favorite subject

CO3: Able to display information about your institution in multiple HTML
pages with photos

CO4: Able to display mark list of students using HTML tables
COS: Able to prepare a E-Book using animated images and Multiples frames

SE}TESTER T'

CO5: Write down tics of budgetary control
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CORE COURSE XI: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
COURSE CODE:08UBXI1
COI: Describe the concept of flrnancial management and its function Identity
the principles of capital structure

CO2: Identity the source of finance
CO3: Describe the working capital management and its techniques of
forecasting in working capital.

CO4: Identity the determination of cost of capital
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CORE COURSE XII: HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
COURSE CODE:0EUBX12
COI: Explain the importance of human resources and their effective
management in organizations CO2: Identity the source of finance

CO2: Demonsffate a basic understanding of different tools used in forecasting

and planning human resource needs

CO3: Describe the meanings of terminology and tools used in managing

employees effectively
CO4: Record governmental regulations affecting employees and employers

CO5: Analyze the key issues related to administering the human elements such

as motivation, compensation, appraisal, career planning, diversity, ethics, and

training

CORE COURSE XIII: MARKETING MANAGEMENT
COURSE CODE:08UBX13
COI: Understand markets, marketing and marketing management with relevant

to environment and its application for business success

CO2: Importance digital marketing and management of use of digital marketing

CO3: Various factors influencing consumer behavior and buying decision

CO4: Understand segmentation targeting positioning and pricing strategies

CO5: Understand promotional mix , public relations and managing promtions
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CORE COTIRSE XIV: RDBMS AND ORACLE
COURSE CODE:08llBX14
COl: Understand the importance of database system applications. leamed
structure of relational databases, database design - ER model, and entity
relationship diagrams

CO2: Leamed relational algebra operations and relational languages and basic
structure of SQL queries

CO3: Understand the frrndamentals of block structure, comments and data

types. Learned confol sfructures and embedded SQL and nested blocks
C04: Understand explicit cursors, attributes of cursor, cursor variables and

cusor pararneters

CO5: Leamed composite data types such as records,tables, varrays and named
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ELECTIYE COURSE I: SERYICE MARKETING
COURSE CODE: 08t.lBXE01
COl: Define the services marketing and list out the reasons for its growth and

explain its role in an economy.

CO2: Explain the role of People, process and physical evidence in services

marketing.

CO3: Discuss the guidelines for managing service competition.

CO4: Interpret the challenges to global service marketers.

COS: Discuss the marketing mix if various services like banking, tourism and

hotels.

ALLIED COURSE IfI: MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
COURSE CODE:08UBAA06
COI: Understand information flow in organisation and the need for MIS

CO2: Leamed the Characteristics of computer information system with its
application and operations

CO3: Understand the elements of feedback control, function and operations in

system desigrr, function of system analyst assignment and investigation,

implementation evaluation and maintenance of MIS.

CO4: Understand fransactions processing information systems, decision support

system and integration, data handling and utility of the operation of the data

base technology.

CO5: Know functional Management information systems such as production,

marketing, accounting, personnel, f,rnancial, relationship and impact and their
role in the managerial decision making

COl: Using SQL students have become capable of creating of data base,
various forms of select statement, update operations and alter the data base
CO2: Using SQL students have become capable of doing Number function,
data functions, Aggregate and other mathematical fi.rnctions
CO3: Prepare payroll using PLISQL
CO4: Prepare electicify bill using PLISQL
CO5: Prepare Student L/SQLOFA D rs
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SEMESTER YI
CORE COTIRSE XV: BUSINESS POLICYAND STRATEGY
COURSE CODE: 08UBXr5
COl: Students get acquainted with the planning process in business and

familiarized with the function and techniques of project management

CO2: Students leam the Concepts of Network Techniques

CO3: Analyze strategy implementation alternatives for effective decision

making.

CO4: Understand the strategic requirements and correlation between business

plans with strategic plans.

CO5: Identifr and evaluate different alternative sfrategies for effective decision

making

CORE COIIRSE XVI: FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND SERYICES
COURSE CODE:0EUBXr6
COl: Enable the students with Fhancial Markets and its various segments

CO2: To give the students and understanding of the operations and

developments in financial markets in India.

CO3: To acquaint them to gain an insight into the functioning and role of
financial institutions in the Indian Economy.

CO4: Enable the students with Financial Markets and its various segments.

COS: To explain them to gain an insight into the performance and role of
monetary institutions in the Indian financial system.

ELECTIVE COTIRSE II: RETAIL MARKETING MANAGEMENT
COURSE CODE:0EUBXE05
COI: Familiarize the students with retail management concepts and operations

ement and
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CORE COURSE XVII: MARKETING RESEARCH
COURSE CODE:08UBXr7
COI: Understand the importance of marketing research as an aid to rational
decision making and marketing research process

CO2: Become capable of doing date collection by desigring questionnaire and
interview schedule with appropriate survey
CO3: Familiarised with sampling methods and desigrring the sample size
Co4: Become capable of doing product research and advertising research.
COS: Familiarised with the preparation of a research report
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CO3: Development of an understanding of retail management terminology

including merchandize management, store management and retail strategy.

CO4: Students Explored with legal and ethical aspects of retail management.

CO5: Creation of awareness about emerging trends in retail management.

PRACTICAL IV: VISUAL BASIC-PRACTICAL
COURSE CODE:08UBXP04

COl. Develop a simple calculator application
CO2. Prepare a payroll application
CO3. Students mark list preparation

CO4. Develop a Banking system with necessary reports.

COS. Develop a sales and purchase order system with necessary report

CORE COURSE XVIII: PROJECT AND VM - VOCE
COURSE CODE:O8LIBXPR1
COI: Know about the original research field
CO2: To develop skills in report writing through data collection, data analysis,
data extraction, and presentation

CO3: Prepare comprehensively to answer questions from all the courses
CO4: Attain Oral Presentation skills by answering questions in precise and
concls
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ALLIED COURSE IV: YISUAL BASIC
COURSE CODE:08UCSA08
COl: Know Visual basic environmentrn single document interface tool bars

and system confiol ,Run and debug, tools, window menu, properties window,
procedures, image conffols,

CO2: leamed steps in programming, statements in VB , controlling progranl

flow goto and string function and RND functions

CO3: learned control arrays, using lists functions and procedures, code module

, global procedure and global variables

CO4: know fundamentals of graphics and files, graphics via codes, lines, boxes,

circle, ellipse, pie charts curyes, paint picture method and graph control

CO5: Become efficint in Data Control, Programming with Data Control,

Monitoring Changes to the Databases
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